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2018 at the Reef began with a gift from Eloise Beil, Director of
Collections and Exhibits at Lake Champlain Maritime Museum.

She asked Richard Butz, who helped create a metal foundry at the
museum, to have his students in its metalworking class make six
brass dogs for the three operable portlights at the lighthouse;
they disappeared after the Coast Guard sealed the windows in
the lighthouse in 1966. He and his colleague,
Doug Atwood, supervised the students. It was
a challenge, with setbacks along the way, but
they persevered. The dogs are, well, exquisite,
engendering comments like “Now that’s a beautiful
thing.”  Eloise has helped me and the museum since
the early days at the Noble Home when she worked
at Staten Island Museum.  

Crews of six volunteers, with our
curator Megan Beck and me, began
heading out in April. Some came many
times, some only once, but everyone
found the work satisfying.  Carmen
Campo, Tony Cocurullo, Cooper,
David Dallon, Stefan Dreisbach-
Williams, Steve Galdi, Laura Kennedy,
Kevin Mahoney, Michael McWeeney,
Eileen Montanez, Michael Parise,

One of the new hand-
crafted dogs.

Leslie Petosa, Tim Pouch, Annie Rech, Nan Smith, and
Chris Steffens brought talent, laughter, and energy to the
endeavor. 

Nothing we have done at the lighthouse could proceed
without Glen Miller of Miller’s Launch and his staff,
especially Terry DeMeo, Director of Towing
Operations; not only do they provide transport, they
add expertise and notice things we need—like a
container for our gas and generator, and go ahead and
provide it.  Superstorm Sandy blew through the door the
Coast Guard had installed at the back of the kitchen in
the 1940s, and Steve Kalil of Caddell Dry Dock
donated a 4’ x 7’, 285-pound steel cover that fits flush
with the rounded side of the lighthouse to seal the
opening.  In Kate Walker’s time there was no door there.
John Tretout of Armorica Sales with PPG Industries, his
supplier, have donated gallons and gallons of high quality
sealant, primer, and paint—with which we painted all
of the interior and the window surrounds.  His guidance
has been invaluable.  

The biggest challenge was the cruddy, crumbling
stairwell that leads from the kitchen past the sitting
room, main bedroom, and up to the two rooms on

the fourth floor.  We scraped the ceiling and cast iron and brick
walls, and primed and painted them. We also finished work on the
inside of the Lantern Gallery; it’s painted, pristine, and tight. We
started on the exterior by sealing the roof, finial, and walls with glossy
sealant that shines in the sunlight.  Everyone on the Crew is anxious
to proceed down the tower—it has aged considerably since we took
over in 2010.

We had stripped and fin-
ished all of the wood interior
doors last season, and this
year we dressed them with
a plane and hung them. We
sealed and painted the inside
of the Lantern Gallery
roof—ten plates of cast iron
with 4” sides—a messy job
with runny sealant dripping
down on your face as you
work—and sealed the ten
26½” x 35½” Lantern Gallery
windows, scraped and paint-
ed the walls, restored the
ventilation disks in them,
and painted the floor. We
struggled with (continued on p. 2)

Upcoming events
New exhibition opening!
This is a Print
Sunday, March 31, 2 PM; exhibition on view until December 2019
Inspired by Noble’s preference for printmaking, this exhibition of
antique and contemporary art—including pieces from the newly
acquired collection of historian Barnett Shepherd—will educate
viewers on the history of and differences among various types of prints,
including etchings, aquatints, mezzotints, engravings, woodblock
prints, monoprints, and lithographs, by artists including Noble, Käthe
Kollwitz (1867-1945), Rockwell Kent (1882-1971), and William
Behnken, N.A.  Free, donations appreciated.

The Legend of Sea Glass
Saturday, May 4, 2 PM
Join award-winning children’s book
author Trinka Noble for storytelling and
a signing of her book about mermaids,
sailors, and life under the sea—an
original tale that attributes mythical
origins to colorful sea glass!  This event
is appropriate for the whole family.
Storytelling free; books will be available to
purchase in the shop.

Postcards from Robbins Reef

Robbins Reef Lighthouse in September 2018.                                     PHOTOS: Erin Urban

Crew lunch break with Cooper, Eileen
Montanez, and Kevin Mahoney.

An update on the Noble Crew’s work at the museum’s lighthouse 

The new cover for the kitchen aperture

Jewish Pirates 
Tuesday, May 21, 7 PM
In partnership with Temple Israel
Reform Congregation of Staten Island.
Professor Sherrie Baver from City College
of New York will talk about 15th century
Jewish pirates in the aftermath of the
Spanish Inquisition, based on the book
Jewish Pirates of the Caribbean by Edward
Kritzler. Lecture free; books will be
available to purchase in the shop.

The Oystermen of Captain’s Row
Saturday, June 1, 2 PM
Author and historian Pat Salmon will lead a talk and discussion about
the history of Captain’s Row. One stretch of Richmond Terrace,
historically known as the Shore Road, was referred to as “Captain’s
Row” owing to the many ship captains who purchased or built fine
homes along the thoroughfare. This
program will analyze their lives and
livelihoods, as well as the local oyster
industry which provided their
income.  Free, donations appreciated.

THIS
is a
print

Exhibition opening
Sunday, March 31 at 2 PM

The Captain Stephen Barnes house, Mariners
Harbor.  PHOTO:  Collection of Staten Island Museum
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Iwas born on Staten Island in 1979 at St.Vincent’s Hospital, within walking distance
of Sailors’ Snug Harbor, which at that point
was a nascent cultural center.  My parents were
from Brooklyn, but my mother has long, pre-
Verrazano Bridge roots in Staten Island. I
inherited an artistic nature from her, and when
our family settled in Annadale in 1986, she
enrolled me in a Saturday morning class at the
Art Lab. I remember being intrigued by and
also strangely at home in the 19th century
buildings.

It was also around 1986 that I went on my first class trip with my new
school, P.S. 4 in Arden Heights.  I remember it was a far trip, but still
on Staten Island, and I distinctly remember a promenade with a railing
that overlooked New York Harbor.  It was a grey day and we went in
a small building and we drew. We were encouraged to trace, but
being an artist, I quickly copied the image I was given and decided to
create my own. Inspired by the dramatic music and imagery playing
on a VHS, I drew a flock of seagulls flying directly at the viewer.
The instructor was impressed and encouraging. She turned out to
be Erin Urban.

I didn’t realize that I had met my future boss or visited the recently
established John A. Noble Collection, in the artist’s home, until a few
years after I had started working at the museum in 2005.  Throughout
my elementary school years, we visited many cultural organizations
repeatedly—including Historic Richmond Town, which I credit with
my passion for historic preservation—but we never went back to that
place on the Terrace.   Sometime around 2008, my mother found a box
of my old drawings.  One was a tracing that looked familiar.  I brought
it into work the next day and showed Erin.  “That’s Noble’s Immigrant
Barge,” she exclaimed.  “In the early days of the museum, I had students
trace his work to get a concept of drawing, but also so that they’d
leave with something impressive.” We both realized at that moment
that we had met each other
more than 20 years earlier. I
was always sorry that I never got
to see the Noble home, but lo
and behold, I had, and it made
sense why my school never
revisited it, as Erin and the
Noble Crew spent the 1990s
creating a new iteration of it in
Building D at Snug Harbor.

A letter from the new director

Ciro Galeno, Jr., has been named the Noble Maritime
Collection’s new executive director by the Board of

Trustees. He previously served as the museum’s assistant
director for thirteen years. Erin Urban has been named
Founding Director and will lead the volunteer restoration of
Robbins Reef Lighthouse, as well as continue to assist the staff.

Ciro Galeno, Jr.
PHOTO:  Michael Falco 

I believe things happen for a reason, and my new role leading the
Noble Maritime Collection feels strangely meant to be.  I am humbled
by the opportunity given to me by the Trustees to continue the
intrepid work of Erin and the volunteers who envisioned a museum
that celebrated Noble and Staten Island’s maritime history, but also
reminded the community that it’s not all in the past.

It’s not all in the past.  That is something museum professionals have
to remember on a daily basis.  Our jobs are to interpret the past for
the future, and as the Noble Maritime Collection is a museum built by
the community for the community, my promise to you is that I will
work just as hard as I have for the last thirteen years, alongside the
talented staff, to ensure a future for the museum that is inspiring,
entertaining, educational, scholarly, and inclusive—and ready for the
next generation. 

Ciro’s 1986 tracing of John A. Noble’s
Immigrant Barge

the “dog door,” a half-door that leads out to the catwalk and railings
around the Lantern Gallery, but got it tight.  We painted the exterior
railings and walls, but painting outside up there has been a lesson in
what Kate’s life was like—as well as in weather.  More than once we
planned to get up there and paint, but the wind was so strong it blew
the paint off the brush.  

Highlights of the other accomplishments of the Crew include putting
a door on the cellar entrance—the humidity from down there was
intense; prepping and painting the interior ladders; and, after many
attempts, stripping the Watch Gallery hatch.  We put UV filters on
the windows and are in the process of restoring the three operable
portlights; their brass rims were missing, but, with help from Miller’s,
we had new rims made.  In a matter of weeks those windows will be
operable.  We are also working on replacing the cracked windows of
the Watch Gallery ceiling.

As part of the She Built New York initiative, which addresses the fact
that there are almost no statues of women in New York City, we
nominated Kate Walker to symbolize Staten Island’s women heroes.
From 1890 until 1919, she kept Robbins Reef Light, where she raised
her two children as a single mother.  Revered by sailors, who dubbed
her home “Kate’s Light,” Kate rescued 50 people in her 29-year tenure
and never failed to light the kerosene lanterns.  A Coast Guard cutter
is named in her honor.  Should she be designated, a statue of her will
overlook her lighthouse from the Richmond Terrace esplanade.  

—Erin Urban

The hatch cover after several
attempts to strip it; Annie Rech
with the stripped cover.

The stairwell, before and after painting.

Stephan Dreisbach-Williams sealing the roof and finial.

The newly fabricated brass portlight rims.

Our annual art auction in November included some astounding
works of art and raised more money than any of its predecessors,

thanks in large part to our Trustee, Shelagh Mahoney, who agreed to
match all the bids, thus doubling our take on all 42 works of art on the
block. The oldest prints were an etching by Ludolf Bakhuizen (1631-
1718) and an engraving by William Hogarth (1697-1764) called The
Painter and his Pug.  Among the contemporary prints was a selection by
five notable SAGA artists given at the suggestion of William Behnken,
N.A., who donated two of his own haunting mezzotints.  We sold a
painting of Snug Harbor by Courtenay Milnes (1924-91) and another
of St. George harbor at sunrise by Robert Padovano.  You could have
purchased a rare Noble lithograph, like Tug Procession or Watchman of
the Dead.  Our auction turned 30 last year and remains the museum’s
only annual fundraising event.  It’s known for its distinctive cuisine,
variety of antique and modern art, a sometimes dramatic live auction,
and a crowd of enthusiastic art lovers.  Plan to join us at the 31st Annual
John A. Noble Art Auction on Friday, November 9, 2019!

Auction results

Sea Shanty Sessions
Every third Sunday of the month, 2–5 PM
Upcoming dates: March 17,  April 21, and May 19
Led by the Folk Music Society
of New York, Sea Shanty
Sessions are dedicated  William
Main Doerflinger (1909-2000),
the music scholar who collected
traditional sailor’s songs from
the residents of Sailor’s Snug
Harbor.  Join in or just listen.
Free, donations appreciated.

CloseKnit
Every first Thursday of the month, 2–4 PM
Upcoming dates: March 7,  April 4, and May 2
Join this group that provides hats and scarves to mariners, as well as
blankets and teddy bears to kids in need.  The museum provides yarn,
and knitters are happy to teach their craft.  Free, donations appreciated.

Ongoing programs

To learn more, come see
the exhibition Robbins Reef
Lighthouse: A Home in the
Harbor, and follow the
museum on Facebook
for weekly updates!

The Lantern Gallery roof, before and after painting.
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